ABSTRACT
I describe here BugView, a genome browser for viewing, comparing and annotating genes on related-primarily bacterial-genomes. It was developed from the author's enhancements (http://www.gla.ac.uk/~dpl1n/derBrowser/) of the Java applet, DerBrowser (Grigoriev et al., 1998) , used for displaying eukaryotic chromosome data. It differs from these in its facilities for visualizing genome comparisons, and in being a stand-alone application for use with local data.
BugView reads genomes in the GenBank file format (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Sitemap/samplerecord.html), in which most bacterial genome sequences are available, and with which biological scientists are familiar. When a file has been loaded, the genomes are displayed in vertical orientation. This orientation was chosen to minimize overlap of the labels for gene names and because of biological scientists' psychological familiarity with eukaryotic chromosomes represented in a vertical orientation. The annotated features of the GenBank file, which are displayed in the BugView window, are coding sequences and stable RNA genes. The DNA sequence is loaded but not displayed. However, DNA and protein sequences for each gene can be viewed, together with other information, in a pop-up window. The user may annotate different fields and assign functional categories (and corresponding colour-coding) to the genes using an expanded version of the COG system (Tatusov et al., 2000) . BugView can also read COG classifications from GenBank .ptt files that include such annotations. Standard facilities are provided for zooming, scrolling, range-restriction, finding and searching by various criteria, and for printing and saving graphic files.
The main emphasis in BugView is comparison of genomes. Comparison data are stored in text files, which list the unique identifiers of 'comparison pairs' from the two genomes being compared together with scores from dynamic sequence alignment performed within the application. Information about a particular comparison pair can be invoked interactively and viewed in a pop-up window. Comparison pairs may be assigned and removed interactively by the user, and BugView can perform batch pairwise sequence alignments between any given gene from one genome and each gene of the other genome. In practice, when starting a project it is most efficient to generate a list of comparison pairs outside BugView using a stand-alone BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990 ) search of each genome against the other. (A Perl script is available for this purpose.)
Even between quite closely related genomes one finds insertions, deletions and rearrangements that bring homologous genes out of alignment. BugView allows the user to realign the genomes at any individual 'comparison pair', or to reverse the orientation of the two genomes in cases where a region has been inverted (Fig. 1) . The user may also temporarily modify the display to focus attention on comparison pairs within a particular range of similarity. He can also 'step' through a list of the currently displayed pairs, and then move to a pair of interest in the main browser window.
When a whole genome is presented in a linear manner in the main browser window its resolution is generally constrained. Two alternative visualizations are provided to compensate for this and help orientation. One visualization presents the genes in a series of horizontal rows in a new window, and selecting a particular gene in this window will zoom and centre it in the main browser window. The second visualization provides various circular presentations of a genome or genomes, similar to those generated by Kim Rutherford's circular_diagram.pl (ftp://ftp.sanger.ac.uk/pub/pathogens/software/artemis/extra/ circular_diagram.pl). This latter visualization is also suitable for preparing presentational material.
Although BugView was developed for work with bacterial genomes, it can load the eukaryotic chromosomes currently in GenBank (the largest available at the time of writing is 30 Mb), display genes containing multiple exons, and will 'stagger' the display of genes or transcripts with overlapping co-ordinates. The relative orientation of these regions is reversed in the two genomes, but they have been inverted and aligned in BugView to aid comparison. Genes such as yvfC (L.lactis) are staggered in relation to the others because of slight overlapping with neighbouring genes.
